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Improved design of stable and fast-folding model proteins
Victor I Abkevich, Alexander M Gutin and Eugene I Shakhnovich
Background: A number of approaches to design stable and fast-folding
sequences for model polypeptide chains have been based on the premise that
optimization of the relative energy of the native conformation (or Z-score) is
sufficient to yield stable and fast-folding sequences. Although this approach has
been successful, for longer chains it often yielded sequences that failed to fold
cooperatively, instead having multidomain folding behavior.
Results: We show that one of the factors determining single-domain or
multidomain folding behavior is the dispersion of energies of native contacts. So,
we study folding of sequences optimized to have the same native conformation
as a global energy minimum but having different dispersion of native contact
energies. Our results suggest that under conditions at which native conformation
is stable, the best-folding proteins are those that have smaller heterogeneity of
native contact energies. For them, the folding transition is all-or-none. On the
other hand, proteins with greater heterogeneity of native contact energies have
more gradual multidomain folding transition and fold into stable native
conformation much slower than those proteins with small dispersion of native
contact energies.
Conclusions: These results give further guidance for the design of stable, fast-
folding and cooperatively folding sequences.
Introduction
The protein folding problem remains one of the great
challenges of modern molecular biology and biophysics.
The long-term goal of the theory — to determine the
equilibrium three-dimensional structure of a protein from
its sequence — has so far been out of reach. The reason
for this may be that the two essential parts of this problem
are closely related — these are the choice of the correct
force-field for simulations (closest to the ‘real’ force-field)
and the search for the native conformation from a large
number of possibilities. The relationship between these
two aspects of the problem is apparent in light of the dis-
covery that any folding sequence has to satisfy certain con-
ditions, such that its native state is a pronounced energy
minimum (much deeper than for random sequences)
[1–6]. This requirement makes the precise knowledge of
energetic potential crucial for the simulation of folding of
natural protein sequences. Indeed, application of impre-
cise potentials makes protein sequences effectively
random, i.e. non-folding.
In order to overcome this difficulty, one suggested
approach is to combine sequence design and folding simu-
lations using the same force-field. Sequences should be
designed in such a way that their native conformations are
indeed pronounced energy minima and therefore they
exhibit repetitive folding to their respective native confor-
mations and are also stable in them. 
To make this approach practical, the sequence design (or
inverse folding) problem [7] should be addressed. In
sequence design, a conformation is initially chosen to
serve as native and sequences are selected that can fold to
this conformation. This is equivalent to requiring that the
target conformation be a pronounced energy minimum for
the designed sequences. A simple method to design such
sequences was suggested by Shakhnovich and Gutin [2,8].
The algorithm proposed in these papers is a Monte-Carlo-
type optimization of energy of the native structure with
respect to sequence permutations performed under the
condition of constant amino acid composition (i.e.
sequence mutations are in the form of ‘swaps’ of amino
acids between randomly chosen sites). The condition of
constant amino acid composition was introduced to
prevent the convergence to homopolymers with low
energy. The justification for such a procedure comes from
theoretical mean-field analyses which suggested that the
lower boundary of energies available to misfolded confor-
mations depends only on amino acid composition [2].
Constraining amino acid composition is therefore the sim-
plest way to optimize the energy of the native state rela-
tive to the energy of misfolded conformations.
Subsequently, the restriction of constant amino acid com-
position was relaxed [9,10] and the estimated relative
energy of the native conformation, Erel (the quantity,
similar in spirit but not identical to Z-score introduced [7];
see equation 2 for the definition of Erel), was optimized
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directly. This allowed us to make sequence substitutions
in the form of single mutations rather than swaps, and to
optimize also the amino acid composition, along with the
energy of the native state. Sequences in which Erel was
optimized exhibited fast and cooperative folding transition
for moderately long model polypeptides [9,11]. 
However, further studies of lattice model folding of
designed sequences revealed that although cooperative
folding transition was characteristic for a number of
designed sequences, this was not always the case; some
designed model 48-mers exhibited less cooperative
folding transition [12]. The signature of non-cooperative
folding transitions is the existence of intermediate states
in which part of the protein (stable domain) is folded
while the remainder of the protein is unfolded. Real pro-
teins exhibit similar diversity in thermodynamic behavior;
some of them (usually shorter ones) fold in one first-order-
like transition whereas longer proteins show multidomain
behavior [13,14].
Further, we found [12] that different model polypeptides
with the same native structure can have one or several
domains. This result is consistent with experimental
observations. For example, it was shown for staphylococcal
nuclease that a number of mutations can make the protein
thermodynamically two-domain with differences in transi-
tion temperatures up to 20°C, whereas the wild-type is a
single-domain protein having one calorimetric melting
peak [15]. Another studied example is lysozyme, for which
domains could hardly be identified structurally, but analy-
sis of the folding kinetics revealed distinct separate
‘folding domains’ having different folding rates [16].
Moreover, it was determined that lysozymes from differ-
ent sources (hen egg white and horse), despite being
highly homologous, behave quite differently: whereas hen
egg white lysozyme behaves like a two-domain protein in
thermodynamic melting experiments, horse lysozyme can
be well characterized thermodynamically as a single-
domain protein (PL Privalov, personal communication). 
The existence of domains is very important for the kinet-
ics of protein folding. Protein-like polypeptides should
have a unique native structure that is kinetically reachable
at temperatures at which the native state is stable. We
believe that, contrary to the common opinion, the exis-
tence of domains may increase folding time under certain
conditions. The native state is stable only below the tem-
perature of the folding transition of the least stable
domain. If this temperature is low, folding can be slow
because of stabilization of non-native traps [2,17–21]. As a
result, large model proteins are difficult to fold: at temper-
atures at which the native state is stable, it is kinetically
unreachable. This problem is characteristic also of the
folding of random sequences [1–3]. In fact, sequence
design was proposed [2] as a way to overcome this diffi-
culty, but as it turns out it is not always sufficient to yield
long foldable polypeptide sequences. Apparently the
design method should be extended to handle multido-
main proteins. 
The key issue here is what determines whether a protein
will have one or several domains. Of course domains can
be straightforwardly dictated by the native structure: con-
formations in which a large contiguous part of the chain is
separated from the remaining chain are more likely to
exhibit a multidomain behavior. But even without this
obvious structural division, if one contiguous fragment of
the native conformation is much less stable than another,
its folding temperature may differ dramatically from the
folding temperature of the remaining part of the protein,
and pronounced multidomain behavior will be observed. 
It is clear intuitively that an important factor in the
domain behavior of proteins may be heterogeneity of
energies of native contacts. Indeed, if such heterogeneity
is pronounced, then it is more likely that there will be
more stable and less stable fragments of structure and the
stable ones will form domains. In the opposite case, when
all native contacts have roughly similar energies, formation
of domains is less likely.
To show that heterogeneity of native contacts correlates
with the existence of domains and with folding time into
stable native conformation, we compared designed
sequences having different heterogeneity of native
contact energies. We chose a polypeptide consisting of 48
residues because it was shown earlier that sequences of
such length designed by our usual method have compara-
ble probabilities to behave as a single-domain or multido-
main protein [12]. Our results clearly illustrate the role of
heterogeneity of native contact energies in the sequence
design.
The model
We use a self-avoiding protein chain on an infinite cubic
lattice as our basic model. Residues connected by a cova-
lent bond must occupy neighboring lattice sites. The
energy of a conformation is the sum of energies of pairwise
contacts between monomers. Two monomers are defined
to be in contact if they are lattice neighbors and are not
connected by a covalent bond. The energy of a contact
depends only on the types of amino acids that are in
contact.
The energy parameters for amino acid contact interactions
are determined from statistical distributions of contacts in
real proteins [22]. The energy of a conformation is
described in equation 1:
E =  B (i, j)ij (1)
1≤i<j≤N
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where ij =1 if monomers i and j are lattice neighbors and
ij = 0 otherwise, i defines the type of amino acid residue
in the position i, and B(, ) is the energy of contact inter-
action between amino acids of types  and .
We have chosen the native state of our model proteins
(Fig. 1) randomly from more than 1011 maximally compact
48-mers [23]. Sequences were designed to minimize the
relative value of native energy according to equation 2:
Erel = Enat – Eav (2)

where Enat is an energy of the native state and Eav is the
average energy of non-native conformations. To estimate
this value, we first calculate the energies of all topologi-
cally possible contacts between all monomer pairs. There
are N(N – 1)/2 pairs of monomers, but not all of them can
be in contact. In the case of the cubic lattice, only contacts
between monomers with opposite parity are topologically
possible.
First, we determine the average energy per one topologi-
cally possible contact eav by equation 3:
eav = ′i,j=1,N B(i, j) (3)
Ntop
where ′ at the sum sign denotes that the sum is taken over
only topologically possible contacts and Ntop is their
number.
Dispersion  is determined in a similar way by equation 4:
 = ( (′i,j=1,N(B(i, j) – eav)2)1/2 (4)
Ntop
Optimization of Erel (or Z-score) is equivalent, to a certain
approximation, to the optimization of the chain stability in
the native conformation. Erel is proportional to the free
energy difference between native and denatured states
under the approximation that the denatured state repre-
sents the ensemble of equally probable compact confor-
mations. In this case, the energy of the denatured state is
approximated by Eav = C ⋅ eav, where C = 57, which is the
number of contacts in compact conformations, and
entropy is a standard contribution proportional to the loga-
rithm of the number of compact conformations. The same
approximation was taken in [10]. The difference between
earlier work [9] and a more recent work [10] is that the
average energy of the ensemble of denatured conforma-
tions is estimated in [10] by enumeration of an arbitrary
number of compact conformations; therefore, design in
[10] required enumeration of many conformations after
each mutation, in contrast to [9] and the present work.
This makes the version of design suggested in [10] hardly
practical for chains of realistic length. The improvement
reported in [10] compared to the original results in [2] was
due to the fact that enumeration of compact conforma-
tions captured the special feature of the cubic lattice that
only monomers of opposite parity interact. This effect was
taken into account explicitly in our approach in [9] and in
the present work (see equation 3). Importantly, this
approach [9], unlike [10], does not require enumeration of
conformations after each mutation in design and therefore
is at least three orders of magnitude faster than the
method used in [10]. More technical details of the design
algorithm, a stochastic optimization in sequence space,
have been published elsewhere [2,9].
In the present work, we discuss a new factor that affects
the stability and cooperativity of protein structure. This is
the dispersion of energies of native contacts. To this end
we need a design procedure that allows us to generate
sequences having different values of this parameter.
Therefore the actual value minimized is defined by equa-
tion 5:
E0 = Erel + k/ (5)
where  is a measure of the heterogeneity of native con-
tacts energies: 
 = √ 1–C  (B (i, j) – Enat/C)2Nij (6)1≤ i<j≤N
Here Nij = 1 if monomers i and j are lattice neighbors in
the native conformation and Nij = 0 otherwise. 
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Figure 1
A randomly chosen maximally compact 48-mer on a cubic lattice.
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By changing the sign and value of the coefficient k in the
range –0.6 ÷ 0.9, we generated by this design procedure 17
sequences having almost the same Erel but with different
/. These sequences are presented in Table 1. 
The motion of the chain is modeled by the standard cubic
lattice Monte Carlo (MC) algorithm [24,25]. The move set
includes corner flips and crankshaft motions and excludes
double occupancies of lattice sites. A Metropolis energy
criterion is used to accept or reject moves [26]. Each simu-
lation run begins from a different random-coil conforma-
tion. To measure the structural similarity between a given
conformation and the native state, we use the order para-
meter Q, which is the fraction of the total number of
native contacts present in the conformation. Thus, for the
native conformation, Q = 1.
Results
As mentioned above, design can be considered successful
only if the native conformation (shown in Fig. 1) is a pro-
nounced energy minimum for selected sequences. To test
this for all sequences from Table 1, a long simulation of
109 MC steps was run to make sure that no other struc-
tures with energy equal or lower than the energy of the
native conformation were encountered. This was indeed
the case for most of the selected sequences, but for
sequences with the largest dispersion of native contact
energies (#15, #16 and #17), conformations with energies
lower than the ‘native’ were found. This suggests that the
design procedure has totally failed for these sequences,
because under no conditions will the conformation, which
was chosen as native, be thermodynamically stable. To
understand the reason for this failure, we have studied the
thermodynamics and kinetics of folding of the first 14
sequences from Table 1.
The stability of the folded state can be characterized using
the similarity parameter Q averaged over a long folding
simulation (at least 20 times longer than the average
folding time) [9]. Folding transition temperatures (Tf) turn
out to be somewhat different for the sequences studied.
Therefore, in order to compare their thermodynamic
behavior, we introduced the normalized temperature  =
T/Tf, where Tf is the folding transition temperature,
defined as the temperature at which the average value
<Q> of the similarity parameter Q is equal to 0.5.
Firstly we studied the equilibrium population of states
with a different number of native contacts, for each of the
14 model proteins, at different temperatures. To ensure
that equilibrium was reached, we ran long simulations (at
least 20 times longer than the average folding time) at
each temperature. Data for histograms were collected by
sampling every 104 steps. As expected for all 14 model
224 Folding & Design Vol 1 No 3
Table 1
Protein sequences generated by our design procedure.
Number Sequence /
1 TSKRQQPYPMSLGSPFIRIPMIGPRPRMRLLILLMGYPKRGRSGGGLF 0.27
2 IKQLLKLKILKWPQIWWVGFGHKFQGQFGGHHHPHQLKNIPLKQKQHY 0.37
3 MLVPPVSVYPYTFPYMRNKMKGTYASLSEYTAGQFGPIVWFPYLGATG 0.48
4 WPYPMHYPYGPGLYGIGPSWKVIYKSPKESAAFGLLPYHWLAWIIAIL 0.58
5 MPYPMPEPYGPGIYGFGPDWKVIYHDRKKSAAFTLIPPYWLFPLLAIL 0.67
6 YMPPQMGYMEADDIRKRFGPAAAIPIWFAATVTDTTMMWPDEAKGIVG 0.77
7 MVIWFLSAAWVTGVMGRGEMQRSPINWSYRQYRYTGWVIWFWIGGSQG 0.81
8 RLLEMVRIREWSGMKFSPNWEGPRIKMTSKGTGSFRPLLWQEWGGYGG 0.83
9 IREIFRMKLIIPYVLQMFMGSTSAIGTWGSASRWREFAQMKIINKSSE 0.87
10 APWIGMLMLWLAKVMNVAAGGKNGGGFIGATKSANEGGWTHWIEKHEE 0.97
11 SMISKMGASAAGEPAKTSGEMFNWAIPGIFFVTGQKRYPEEAYKENIR 1.09
12 MGTWKGYAAVVIEWMNLEWEWSGYTMSMWMVSLVETKGGEGWLTEGEK 1.27
13 TSYPYKPAYTWTKMGEGSMKITTAYIEWLIGISFKETKEAKGWEKSAE 1.37
14 TEKGEEGYGGAAWTGPTSYKMAIYVWTTMWIYWAWAEAKKYGAYWAYM 1.47
15 MEKWEEGYMTTAWAMMAAGKGAVTTGYTGTTATAYMEYKKWWAMWATM 1.58
16 GWAGWWYWGGAYKLGYTPEMIYALALAKVKAYKKKYWWAMAGAYKYKE 1.67
17 MEKWEETYTWTTGYMKAKTKIMGLTLTYTLWMGYTTTYKKTWTTGTWT 1.77
17 protein sequences having almost the same Erel but with different / values.
proteins, at a high temperature, only one state, with a few
native contacts, is dominant and corresponds to an
unfolded protein. Because the native state is a global
energy minimum for the first 14 sequences from Table 1,
at the sufficiently low temperature, again not surprisingly,
we observe a monomodal distribution, with a peak corre-
sponding to the native state. The most interesting for us is
the population of different states at temperature  = 1,
because it allows us to determine the character of the
folding transition. Populations of states with a different
number of native contacts for sequence #1 with small /
and for sequence #14 with large / are shown in Figure 2
for comparison. For sequence #1 (Fig. 2a), only two states
can be clearly distinguished. One of them is close to the
native state, and the other is the unfolded state. This is
consistent with an all-or-none transition from the unfolded
to the native state. Similar behavior of model proteins was
observed earlier [9,12,27,28]. For sequence #14 (Fig. 2b),
folding transition is no longer all-or-none. We could
observe intermediate states where part of the protein
(stable domain) is folded while the remainder of the
protein is unfolded [12]. When we studied similar his-
tograms for all of the sequences shown in Table 1, we
found good correlation between value / and existence of
domains. For 	 < 0.7 we observed only one domain. For
/ > 1 we observed at least two domains. In the region
0.7 < / < 1 we observed both single-domain and mul-
tidomain folding behavior.
For a more detailed description of the configurational space
of a chain, two important parameters must be taken into
account. The quantity of interest here is 
(E, Q): logarithm
of the number of states with energy E and the similarity
parameter Q [28,29]. The evaluation of this quantity is
based on the ‘histogram method’ which assumes that Boltz-
mann distribution is achieved in the process of MC simula-
tion [30,31]. The key feature which makes it possible to
determine 
(E, Q) unambiguously is the fact that the
ground (native) conformation is non-degenerate and its
energy is known. It gives the basepoint to evaluate densi-
ties of states for any energy and degree of folding observed
in simulations. We have determined 
(E, Q) for sequences
#1–14. These quantities for sequence #1 with small / and
for sequence #14 with large / are plotted in Figure 3.
Energy E and the similarity parameter Q are correlated, and
slopes of these dependencies normalized by Tf are the same
for sequences #1–14 (this quantity is determined by Erel
which is the same for all sequences). On the other hand, the
distribution of states is determined by / and is wider for
sequences with larger /. This makes the temperature at
which the native state is stable lower for sequences with
larger /. Now it is clear why for sequences #15–17 the
designed ‘native’ state is not the lowest in energy. The
width of the distribution of states becomes so large that its
slope is no longer sufficient to prevent some of these states
having lower energy than the ‘native’ state. 
Once the function 
(E, Q) is calculated, one can very accu-
rately estimate the dependence <Q> on temperature by
equation 7: 
<Q>(T) = ∫01∫−∞∞    Q
(E,Q)e–E/TdQdE (7)
∫01∫−∞∞    
(E,Q)e–E/TdQdE
and the dependence of average energy <E> on tempera-
ture by equation 8: 
<E>(T) = ∫01∫−∞∞    E
(E,Q)e–E/TdQdE (8)
∫01∫−∞∞    
(E,Q)e–E/TdQdE
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Figure 2
Distributions of the number of native contacts at equilibrium for (a)
sequence #1 and (b) sequence #14 at  = 1.
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(note that although the integration here is taken formally
from minus infinity to plus infinity the density of states

(E, Q) is non-vanishing only in the finite energy range
corresponding to possible conformations). From
equation 8, one can also calculate the temperature depen-
dence of heat capacity Cv:
Cv(T) = d<E>(T) (9)
dT
This quantity for sequences #1 and #14 is shown in
Figure 4. For sequence #1, we observe one narrow peak
with its maximum at T = Tf as it should be for all-or-none
transition. For sequence #14, transition is much wider and
at least two peaks could be distinguished. This is a clear
indication that at least two domains are observed in the
folding transition of sequence #14.
For all studied sequences, temperature dependencies of
<Q> were calculated from equation 7. At the same time in
the temperature range when folding was not too slow we
determined <Q> in a long MC run (at least 20 times
longer then average folding time) at a corresponding tem-
perature. Data obtained for sequences #1 and #14 are
shown in Figure 5. For all sequences, values of <Q> mea-
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Figure 3
The density of states (in log scale) for (a)
sequence #1 and (b) sequence #14. For
both sequences, a long equilibrium MC
simulation was run, and the statistics of
occurrence of different states were collected.
The procedure for obtaining the density of
states from such statistics is described in
[29].
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sured directly from the long run at corresponding temper-
ature perfectly match the curve calculated by the his-
togram method. This makes it possible for us to
extrapolate our measurements to the temperatures at
which folding is very slow. Figure 5 illustrates the fact
that the width of the folding transition in temperature
scale depends on the dispersion of native contact energies
/. Comparison of parts a and b of Figure 5 suggests that
although for sequence #1 folding transition in tempera-
ture scale is very sharp, as it should be for strong all-or-
none transition, for sequence #14 folding, transition is
more gradual and consequently is completed at lower
temperature when folding is very slow. We define a con-
dition for a protein to be stable in its native state when
<Q> ≥ 0.99. For sequences with small /, we were able to
find the temperature at which the protein becomes stable
by direct simulation. For sequences with larger hetero-
geneity of native contact energies, we found this tempera-
ture from equation 7. 
To find the dependence of the folding rate on the disper-
sion of native contact energies, we have measured the
mean first passage time (MFPT), averaged over 50 fold-
ings, for all studied sequences in a wide range of tempera-
tures. The data obtained for sequences #1 and #14 are
shown in Figure 6. Qualitatively, these plots look similar,
exhibiting a temperature at which the folding is fastest.
Similar behavior has been observed previously
[9,17,20,30,31]. At high temperatures the native state is
unstable, whereas at low temperatures the folding time
rises according to Arrhenius law. However, we found
important differences between sequences with different
heterogeneity of native contact energies.
The smaller /, the lower the temperature  correspond-
ing to the fastest foldings of a sequence. For example, the
temperature corresponding to the fastest foldings for the
sequence with small dispersion of native contact energies
(#1) is significantly below Tf, i.e. is one at which the native
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Figure 4
The dependence of the heat capacity Cv on the normalized
temperature  = T/Tf for (a) sequence #1 and (b) sequence #14
calculated by equation 9.
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Figure 5
The dependence of the average similarity parameter Q on the inverse
normalized temperature ( = T/Tf) for (a) sequence #1 and (b)
sequence #14. Curves are calculated by equation 7, filled circles
correspond to the Q averaged over a long Monte Carlo run.
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state is stable. On the other hand, the temperature corre-
sponding to the fastest folding for the sequence with large
heterogeneity of the native contact energies (#14) is close
to Tf, i.e. is one at which the native state is unstable. (Of
course, real proteins must fold at the temperature at which
their native states are stable.)
The significance of this difference becomes clear when
we compare the kinetic curves in Figure 6 with the ther-
modynamic transition curves shown in Figure 5. The
marked difference in the slopes of the thermodynamic
transition curves gives rise to a pronounced difference in
the behavior of the studied proteins: at  ~ 0.8, the folding
transition for sequence #1 is already almost complete,
meaning that its native state is stable at the temperature at
which its folding rate is optimal. In contrast, for sequence
#14, the folding transition takes place over a larger tem-
perature range. As a consequence, even at temperatures
much lower than the temperature of fastest folding, the
native state of this sequence is still unstable. 
This difference can be better illustrated by combining
Figures 5 and 6 into one plot of MFPT versus stability (as
measured by <Q>) [9]. This graph shows the time it takes
for a protein to fold under conditions at which its native
conformation has a stability corresponding to the parame-
ter Q. We have measured the dependence of MFPT on
<Q> for all studied sequences. The plots for sequences #1
and #14 are shown in Figure 7. At large <Q> (which corre-
sponds to temperatures at which the native state is stable),
sequences with a large dispersion of the native contact
energies have a MFPT that is much longer than that of
sequences with small heterogeneity of the native contact
energies. In fact in conditions in which <Q> >0.9, the
MFPT for sequence #14 was so long that we were not able
to measure it directly. However, as we mentioned above,
from equation 7 temperature dependence of <Q> can be
calculated. At low temperatures, on the other hand, MFPT
can be estimated by extrapolation from the higher temper-
ature range using the Arrhenius law [18]. Combining these
two equations allows us to find the dependence of MFPT
on chain stability in a wide range of temperatures.
For sequences #1–14, MFPT under the condition at
which <Q> = 0.99 was measured directly when it was pos-
sible and otherwise was calculated as described above.
The dependence of MFPT under such conditions on /
is shown in Figure 8. Even though the level of noise is
high, we could see strong dependence of MFPT in the
stable native structure on the dispersion of native contact
energies. Comparison of sequences #1 and #14 shows that
folding becomes 16 orders slower. 
Conclusions
The present study points to an important factor affecting
folding kinetics and stability: the dispersion of the energy
of native contacts. This parameter is closely related to the
existence of domains in proteins (especially when they
cannot be distinguished structurally) and, correspond-
ingly, to the cooperativity of protein folding/unfolding.
Indeed, as we have shown, sequences having a greater dis-
persion of energies of native contacts fold less coopera-
tively, and the dependence of heat capacity on
temperature may have two peaks for these sequences, as
shown in Figure 4b. This is a clear signature of multido-
main behavior. Structurally what happens is that when  is
large, some fragment of the native structure may become
considerably more stable than the others because the
design has put amino acids that attract each other most
strongly into that fragment. This creates more ther-
mostable and less thermostable regions separated in space.
Separate melting of such regions gives rise to multidomain
behavior. Such behavior is most pronounced at intermedi-
ate temperature when three states can coexist: the native,
the unfolded, and the ‘half-folded’ (when one domain is
intact while another one is unfolded). This can be seen as
three peaks in the histogram in Figure 2b.
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Figure 6
The dependence of the mean first passage time (MFPT) on the inverse
normalized temperature ( = T/Tf) for (a) sequence #1 and (b)
sequence #14.
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The results we present here point out certain limitations
of heteropolymer theory based on the Random Energy
Model (REM) [33–35]. The important postulate of the
REM is that different low-energy states are structurally
different and therefore their energies are statistically inde-
pendent. Mean-field analysis [34,35] proved the applica-
bility of the REM to describe the thermodynamics of
three-dimensional heteropolymers. The statistical inde-
pendence of different low energy levels is the key feature
for design that makes it possible to optimize the energy of
the native conformation without simultaneous optimiza-
tion of energies of other conformations that may serve as
non-native traps for folding. The REM-based analysis
treats the energy of any conformation as a phenomenologi-
cal statistical quantity. The parameters defined in equa-
tion 4 characterize variation of energy from conformation
to conformation. The new parameter  describes variation
of energies of contacts within one, native, conformation.
This quantity is beyond the precision of the REM, which
does not have a structural aspect. However, large  and,
correspondingly, domain behavior may give rise to signifi-
cant deviation from the REM-type behavior. Indeed, we
can consider the native state and a low-energy non-native
conformation which has one domain folded and another
one unfolded. These conformations will be structurally
similar, in the folded part, and their energies cannot be
treated as independent values, as prescribed by the REM.
We have shown that in a certain range of conditions, the
decrease in the heterogeneity of the energy of native con-
tacts could lead to a considerable speeding up of folding in
the conditions in which the native state is stable. This
factor is especially important for longer chains for which
probability of multidomain folding is larger. However, a
note of caution is in order now. In our analysis we studied
sequences (see Table 1) which have the same value of Erel
and different values of the parameter . This was done in
order to distinguish between the kinetic role of the new
factor  and the effect of the thermodynamic stability on
kinetics, which was studied earlier (e.g. see [17]). Our
results may create the impression that it is advantageous
for rapid folding to have as small a  as possible. This is
not entirely true. The reason for this is that attempts to
further decrease the dispersion of the energy of native
contacts would inevitably lead to sequences with higher
Erel, or smaller gaps. It is most likely that the best folding
sequences represent a compromise between low value Erel
and small heterogeneity of the energy of native contacts .
Importance of the latter factor increases for longer chains
for which probability of multidomain folding is larger. It is
interesting to compare results obtained by optimization of
Erel for chains of different length. When amino acid com-
position was fixed, optimization of Erel was not as good as
when amino acid composition was allowed to vary. On the
other hand, the value of  was restricted when the amino
acid composition was fixed. We found that short chains
(27-mers, 36-mers and 48-mers) fold faster for sequences
generated by the design procedure in which Erel is opti-
mized without constraining the amino acid composition.
For longer chains, however, this newer version of the
design algorithm was less successful (VI Abkevich,
AM Gutin, EI Shakhnovich, unpublished data). For
example, we were not able to fold long (longer then 64-
mers) sequences, generated by the design without fixed
amino acid composition, even in 109 MC steps. On the
other hand, the original, simpler version of the design that
optimized energy of the native state under the constraint
of fixed amino acid composition [2] yielded fast-folding
sequences for longer chains [4]. 
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Figure 7
MFPT at temperatures corresponding to the different <Q>. Open
circles correspond to sequence #1 and filled circles to sequence #14.
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Figure 8
MFPT at temperatures corresponding to <Q> = 0.99 for sequences
with different /.
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One of the major issues in the theory of protein folding
concerns the factors that ensure fast and reliable folding of
a polypeptide sequence into its native conformation. It
was postulated [1] that folding rate has a direct depen-
dence on the stability of the sequence, which was
expressed in this work via ratio of folding transition tem-
perature Tf to glass transition temperature Tg. Indeed cor-
relation was found [3] between folding kinetics and
stability (‘energy gap’, or ‘stability gap’ in the terminology
of [20]). This result was confirmed in the recent study [6]
where an evolution-like selection algorithm was applied to
select for fast-folding sequences. It was found that
evolved sequences are indeed more thermodynamically
stable in their native conformation than initial random
sequences. However, the stability of the native state
might be determined only approximately within mean-
field approximations. As was shown in this paper, one of
the important factors not taken into account previously
and which affects stability (i.e. the temperature at which
native state dominates) of the native state is dispersion of
the native contacts energies. Due to this fact, MFPT in
the native state is quite different for sequences with dif-
ferent heterogeneity of native contacts energies. The
take-home message is that although simplified ‘mean-
field’-like theories and hypotheses might be a useful tool
in guiding theoretical studies in folding, they are not able
to capture the whole reality even in the realm of simple
models. Extension of theory beyond the existing mean-
field level is now due.
Another, more practical, lesson is that protein design is a
multi-parametric optimization task, and future designers
should consider optimizing their sequences not only for
the lowest relative energy of the native state but should
also take into account the heterogeneity of native contact
energies in order to design fast-folding and stable proteins.
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